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What Is Anthropology?What Is Anthropology?

nn The Study of the Doctrine of ManThe Study of the Doctrine of Man
nn His originsHis origins
nn His natureHis nature
nn His destinyHis destiny
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The Origin of ManThe Origin of Man

nn NaturalisticNaturalistic
nn Process of EvolutionProcess of Evolution

nn TheisticTheistic
nn Theistic EvolutionTheistic Evolution
nn Special CreationSpecial Creation
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NaturalisticNaturalistic
nn Defined by the modern theory of EvolutionDefined by the modern theory of Evolution
nn Denies Biblical revelationDenies Biblical revelation
nn Denies the special nature of manDenies the special nature of man
nn Founded in atheistic humanismFounded in atheistic humanism
nn Hostile to God and the ScripturesHostile to God and the Scriptures
nn Taught as Taught as ““de factode facto”” truth truth
nn Sees man as the end product of a series ofSees man as the end product of a series of

““accidentsaccidents”” and  and ““chanceschances”” over millions of over millions of
years of timeyears of time
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Theistic EvolutionTheistic Evolution

nn An attempt to merge the Bible andAn attempt to merge the Bible and
EvolutionEvolution
nn Attempts to explain creation in terms of anAttempts to explain creation in terms of an

evolutionary model engineered andevolutionary model engineered and
supervised by Godsupervised by God

nn Supported by those who want a supernaturalSupported by those who want a supernatural
God, but who also want to be seen asGod, but who also want to be seen as
““scientificscientific”” and  and ““rationalrational”” by peers by peers
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Theistic EvolutionTheistic Evolution
nn Two Major Brands:Two Major Brands:
nn Gap TheoryGap Theory

nn Genesis 1:1 and 1:2 are separated by a gap ofGenesis 1:1 and 1:2 are separated by a gap of
millions of years where evolutionary processesmillions of years where evolutionary processes
took place - thus the creation account in Genesistook place - thus the creation account in Genesis
1:3ff is not really a creation, but a re-creation.1:3ff is not really a creation, but a re-creation.

nn Day-Age TheoryDay-Age Theory
nn Each Each ““dayday”” of Genesis 1 is actually an of Genesis 1 is actually an

indeterminate period of time millions of years inindeterminate period of time millions of years in
length during which evolution guided the creativelength during which evolution guided the creative
process.process.
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Refuting Theistic EvolutionRefuting Theistic Evolution

nn There is no Biblical evidence or supportThere is no Biblical evidence or support
that there is or was a gap between Genesisthat there is or was a gap between Genesis
1:1 and Genesis 1:2.1:1 and Genesis 1:2.

nn Death, the Death, the ““engineengine”” of evolution, did not of evolution, did not
exist prior to the fall of man.exist prior to the fall of man.

nn All fossil records, including dinosaurs, canAll fossil records, including dinosaurs, can
be easily explained in term of the originalbe easily explained in term of the original
creation and flood accounts of Genesis.creation and flood accounts of Genesis.
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Refuting Theistic EvolutionRefuting Theistic Evolution

nn The The ““daysdays”” of Genesis 1 are most clearly of Genesis 1 are most clearly
understood to mean literal, 24 hour, daysunderstood to mean literal, 24 hour, days
nn #1 - Whenever #1 - Whenever ““yomyom”” is used with an ordinal is used with an ordinal

number in the Old Testament, e.g. first,number in the Old Testament, e.g. first,
second, third, it ALWAYS refers to a literal, 24second, third, it ALWAYS refers to a literal, 24
hour day.hour day.

nn #2 - The usage of the term #2 - The usage of the term ““evening andevening and
morningmorning”” suggest strongly that this is a 24 suggest strongly that this is a 24
hour day, not a long geological age.hour day, not a long geological age.
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Refuting Theistic EvolutionRefuting Theistic Evolution
nn #3 - Since God is omnipotent, He would not#3 - Since God is omnipotent, He would not

need to take eons of time to evolve somethingneed to take eons of time to evolve something
He could call into existence in a moment ofHe could call into existence in a moment of
time.time.

nn #4 - The Bible says God rested on the seventh#4 - The Bible says God rested on the seventh
day, and Adam fell after the seventh day.day, and Adam fell after the seventh day.
Clearly the usage of day here cannot refer toClearly the usage of day here cannot refer to
some long geological age.some long geological age.
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Refuting Theistic EvolutionRefuting Theistic Evolution
nn #5 - The seven days of the work week, with#5 - The seven days of the work week, with

the seventh being a day of rest, was foundedthe seventh being a day of rest, was founded
on the creation week according to Exoduson the creation week according to Exodus
20:1120:11

nn #6 - The near universal acceptance and usage#6 - The near universal acceptance and usage
of a seven-day week going back thousands ofof a seven-day week going back thousands of
years in many different human cultures andyears in many different human cultures and
traditions.traditions.
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Refuting Theistic EvolutionRefuting Theistic Evolution
nn #7 - There is nothing in the text of Genesis 1#7 - There is nothing in the text of Genesis 1

that would lead anyone to thing of these asthat would lead anyone to thing of these as
anything but 24 hour periods of time.anything but 24 hour periods of time.

nn #8 - The evolution of plants during the third#8 - The evolution of plants during the third
““ageage”” would be impossible since the sun and would be impossible since the sun and
mood were created during the fourth mood were created during the fourth ““age.age.””
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Refuting Theistic EvolutionRefuting Theistic Evolution
nn #9 - Many plants could not have evolved#9 - Many plants could not have evolved

during the third during the third ““ageage”” without the existence without the existence
of insects for pollination who were createdof insects for pollination who were created
during the fifth during the fifth ““age.age.””

nn #10 - The existence of liquid water would be#10 - The existence of liquid water would be
impossible for billions of years without theimpossible for billions of years without the
heat of the sun created during the fourthheat of the sun created during the fourth
““age.age.””
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Refuting Theistic EvolutionRefuting Theistic Evolution
nn #11 - The sun and moon, created on day four,#11 - The sun and moon, created on day four,

were to rule over the day and night and towere to rule over the day and night and to
separate light from darkness - a clearseparate light from darkness - a clear
reference to a 24 hour day.reference to a 24 hour day.

nn #12 - God rested on the seventh day - are we#12 - God rested on the seventh day - are we
to understand that as referring to a longto understand that as referring to a long
geological age of millions of years?geological age of millions of years?
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Special CreationSpecial Creation

nn God created manGod created man
nn Of the Dust of the Ground - Genesis 2:7Of the Dust of the Ground - Genesis 2:7
nn On day Six - Genesis 1:26-27On day Six - Genesis 1:26-27
nn Both Male and Female - Genesis 1:27Both Male and Female - Genesis 1:27
nn In innocence - Genesis 1:31In innocence - Genesis 1:31
nn In His Image - Genesis 1:27In His Image - Genesis 1:27
nn To have dominion over Creation - Genesis 1:26To have dominion over Creation - Genesis 1:26
nn To multiply and fill the earth - Genesis 1:28To multiply and fill the earth - Genesis 1:28
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The Nature of ManThe Nature of Man

nn The Image of God - Imago DeiThe Image of God - Imago Dei
nn Dichotomy and Dichotomy and TrichotomyTrichotomy
nn Origin of the SoulOrigin of the Soul
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The Image of GodThe Image of God

nn Thought to be many thingsThought to be many things
nn Physical formPhysical form

nn If God is If God is ““SpiritSpirit””, then how can He have a physical, then how can He have a physical
form, and how would the second commandmentform, and how would the second commandment
make sense?make sense?

nn Noetic Noetic capacitycapacity
nn Man can reason and has an intellect, emotion, andMan can reason and has an intellect, emotion, and

will - he can think and reason.will - he can think and reason.
nn Animals have this too but not to as large a degree!Animals have this too but not to as large a degree!
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The Image of GodThe Image of God
nn Spiritual CapacitySpiritual Capacity

nn Man is Man is ““God ConsciousGod Conscious””
nn Although this is true, it does not necessarily imply that theAlthough this is true, it does not necessarily imply that the

image of God refers to this capacity only.image of God refers to this capacity only.
nn Man is an eternal being, unlike animalsMan is an eternal being, unlike animals
nn Man has a Man has a ““moralmoral”” sense of right and wrong sense of right and wrong

nn Relational CapacityRelational Capacity
nn Most likely is the closest - man was created to have aMost likely is the closest - man was created to have a

relationship with God.relationship with God.
nn Of all beings in creation, man alone has the ability toOf all beings in creation, man alone has the ability to

form and develop relationships.form and develop relationships.
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Image of GodImage of God

nn Perhaps it is best to see the Image of GodPerhaps it is best to see the Image of God
as being manifested in many waysas being manifested in many ways
nn Spiritual CapacitySpiritual Capacity
nn Ability to form relationships - and relate to hisAbility to form relationships - and relate to his

CreatorCreator
nn Ability to think, reason, feel, and decideAbility to think, reason, feel, and decide
nn Responsibility for decisions, both good andResponsibility for decisions, both good and

badbad
nn Moral capacityMoral capacity
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DichotomyDichotomy

nn Views man as material and immaterialViews man as material and immaterial
nn The material refers to physical form andThe material refers to physical form and

existenceexistence
nn Immaterial refers to the Immaterial refers to the ““soulsoul”” or  or ““spiritspirit””
nn Support for this view is that the terms Support for this view is that the terms ““soulsoul””

and and ““spiritspirit”” are used interchangeably in the are used interchangeably in the
Bible - Luke 1:46-47, James 5:20Bible - Luke 1:46-47, James 5:20
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TrichotomyTrichotomy

nn Man consists of body, soul, and spiritMan consists of body, soul, and spirit
nn Body - physical existenceBody - physical existence
nn Soul - intellect, emotion, will, personalitySoul - intellect, emotion, will, personality
nn Spirit - God-consciousnessSpirit - God-consciousness
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TrichotomyTrichotomy

nn Support forSupport for Trichotomy Trichotomy
nn Apparent distinction between soul and spirit -Apparent distinction between soul and spirit -

1 Thessalonians 5:23, Hebrews 4:121 Thessalonians 5:23, Hebrews 4:12
nn The Hebrew word The Hebrew word ““nepheshnephesh”” is translated is translated

beast, creature, and soul - Leviticus 24:18,beast, creature, and soul - Leviticus 24:18,
Genesis 2:7, Genesis 2:19Genesis 2:7, Genesis 2:19

nn Apparent three levels of consciousness (self,Apparent three levels of consciousness (self,
world, and God)world, and God)
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Dichotomy or Dichotomy or TrichotomyTrichotomy

nn My position - man consists of a materialMy position - man consists of a material
part, and an immaterial part - I am apart, and an immaterial part - I am a
dichotomistdichotomist
nn Genesis 2:7 - God formed the body, then theGenesis 2:7 - God formed the body, then the

soul of mansoul of man
nn There is no indication we exist in heaven inThere is no indication we exist in heaven in

the intermediate state as a the intermediate state as a ““soul-spiritsoul-spirit”” but as but as
a complete and unified beinga complete and unified being
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Dichotomy or Dichotomy or TrichotomyTrichotomy
nn The word used in the Bible to most often referThe word used in the Bible to most often refer

to the immaterial part of man is to the immaterial part of man is ““heartheart”” - it is - it is
the the ““heartheart”” that is deceitful (Jeremiah 17:9), that is deceitful (Jeremiah 17:9),
and from which our character is revealedand from which our character is revealed
(Matthew 15:17-20).(Matthew 15:17-20).

nn Our immaterial part apparently has a Our immaterial part apparently has a ““soulsoul
bodybody”” as we are recognizable in the as we are recognizable in the
intermediate state even though we do notintermediate state even though we do not
have a physical bodyhave a physical body
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Origin of the SoulOrigin of the Soul
nn PreincarnationalPreincarnational
nn Man existed prior to his incarnationMan existed prior to his incarnation
nn Originally created at the time of the creation,Originally created at the time of the creation,

or may have been a spirit off-spring of Godor may have been a spirit off-spring of God
nn CreationismCreationism
nn God creates a new soul at conceptionGod creates a new soul at conception

nn TraducianTraducian
nn The soul is derived, along with the body,The soul is derived, along with the body,

through the process of conceptionthrough the process of conception
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Support for Support for TraducianismTraducianism

nn There is no Biblical evidence that weThere is no Biblical evidence that we
existed prior to incarnation.existed prior to incarnation.

nn Creationism would implyCreationism would imply
nn God is still God is still ““creatingcreating”” which would have which would have

implications for our understanding of theimplications for our understanding of the
seventh day of creation and Godseventh day of creation and God’’s s ““restrest””..

nn God creates a God creates a ““perfectperfect”” soul which is then soul which is then
immediately placed in a fallen body and as aimmediately placed in a fallen body and as a
result becomes sinful.result becomes sinful.
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Support for Support for TraducianismTraducianism

nn Traducianism Traducianism bypasses the problems ofbypasses the problems of
the the creationist view.the the creationist view.

nn Is a better fit with the statement in GenesisIs a better fit with the statement in Genesis
1 that God created every living thing to1 that God created every living thing to
reproduce after its kind.reproduce after its kind.

nn Theologically explains the imputation ofTheologically explains the imputation of
guilt and the original corruption all menguilt and the original corruption all men
have from the moment of conception.have from the moment of conception.
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Characteristics of Our SoulCharacteristics of Our Soul

nn IntellectIntellect
nn The ability to think, learn, and reason.The ability to think, learn, and reason.
nn The ability to sense the future and analyzeThe ability to sense the future and analyze

possible outcomes of various decisions wepossible outcomes of various decisions we
could make.could make.

nn The ability to comprehend and understandThe ability to comprehend and understand
our physical environment.our physical environment.

nn The ability to know and remember.The ability to know and remember.
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Characteristics of Our SoulCharacteristics of Our Soul

nn EmotionEmotion
nn The ability to The ability to ““feelfeel”” emotions. emotions.
nn The ability to form relationships andThe ability to form relationships and

determine courses of actions based ondetermine courses of actions based on
intangible emotions and not strict logic orintangible emotions and not strict logic or
reason.reason.

nn Intrinsically connected to the ability to formIntrinsically connected to the ability to form
and maintain relationships.and maintain relationships.
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Characteristics of Our SoulCharacteristics of Our Soul

nn WillWill
nn The ability to decide between various coursesThe ability to decide between various courses

of actions.of actions.
nn Determination - the ability to set goals andDetermination - the ability to set goals and

work towards their achievement.work towards their achievement.
nn Responsibility - the consequences of ourResponsibility - the consequences of our

decisions are an inescapable component anddecisions are an inescapable component and
privilege related to our ability to decide.privilege related to our ability to decide.
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Characteristics of Our SoulCharacteristics of Our Soul

nn Conscience - a moral compassConscience - a moral compass
nn An innate and essential component of theAn innate and essential component of the

imago imago deidei..
nn Is not an absolute - only a governorIs not an absolute - only a governor
nn Informs us of what it has been programmedInforms us of what it has been programmed

to determine is right and wrongto determine is right and wrong
nn Is bound closely with our culture and nurtureIs bound closely with our culture and nurture
nn CanCan’’t be fooled - it knows us better thant be fooled - it knows us better than

anyone else, even ourselvesanyone else, even ourselves
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The Conscience in the BibleThe Conscience in the Bible

nn An evil conscience - Hebrews 10:22An evil conscience - Hebrews 10:22
nn A defiled conscience - Titus 1:15A defiled conscience - Titus 1:15
nn A weak conscience - 1 Corinthians 8:7, 12A weak conscience - 1 Corinthians 8:7, 12
nn A good conscience - Acts 23:1, 1 Timothy 1:5A good conscience - Acts 23:1, 1 Timothy 1:5
nn A pure conscience - 1 Peter 3:16, 21A pure conscience - 1 Peter 3:16, 21
nn A seared conscience - 1 Timothy 4:2A seared conscience - 1 Timothy 4:2
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GuidelinesGuidelines

nn Never violate our conscienceNever violate our conscience
nn Let our conscience be changed byLet our conscience be changed by

exposure to Godexposure to God’’s word and not externals word and not external
pressurespressures

nn Never violate another personNever violate another person’’s consciences conscience
nn Strive to have a Strive to have a ““purepure”” and  and ““undefiledundefiled””

conscienceconscience
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Original ResponsibilitiesOriginal Responsibilities

nn Assume headship over nature - GenesisAssume headship over nature - Genesis
1:26, Hebrews 2:5-61:26, Hebrews 2:5-6

nn Live in Eden, the Garden of God - GenesisLive in Eden, the Garden of God - Genesis
2:152:15

nn Name all creatures thus symbolizing hisName all creatures thus symbolizing his
preeminence over them - Genesis 2:19-20preeminence over them - Genesis 2:19-20

nn Love and protect his wife - Genesis 2:24Love and protect his wife - Genesis 2:24
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Original ResponsibilitiesOriginal Responsibilities

nn Reproduce and populate the earth -Reproduce and populate the earth -
Genesis 1:28Genesis 1:28

nn Enjoy all that God created with theEnjoy all that God created with the
exception of the one tree - Genesis 2:16exception of the one tree - Genesis 2:16

nn Walk and talk with God - Genesis 3:8Walk and talk with God - Genesis 3:8
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The Image ShatteredThe Image Shattered

nn ManMan’’s original state was that of innocences original state was that of innocence
nn Not Guilty with SinNot Guilty with Sin
nn Not Not MeritoriusMeritorius with Righteousness with Righteousness

nn Disobedience to GodDisobedience to God’’s commands command
regarding the Tree of the Knowledge ofregarding the Tree of the Knowledge of
Good and Evil plunged creation, and man,Good and Evil plunged creation, and man,
into sin, corruption, and decayinto sin, corruption, and decay
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The Pathology of the FallThe Pathology of the Fall

nn Eve was deceivedEve was deceived
nn She was not the original recipient of theShe was not the original recipient of the

command regarding the tree - she was createdcommand regarding the tree - she was created
after God told Adam - Genesis 2:17-18after God told Adam - Genesis 2:17-18

nn 2 Corinthians 11:3 directly states that the2 Corinthians 11:3 directly states that the
woman was deceivedwoman was deceived

nn Satan appealed to EveSatan appealed to Eve’’s pride and Eves pride and Eve’’s sights sight
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The Pathology of the FallThe Pathology of the Fall

nn Adam was not deceivedAdam was not deceived
nn He took of the fruit given to him by EveHe took of the fruit given to him by Eve

willfully and knowinglywillfully and knowingly
nn It was not until Adam ate that the human raceIt was not until Adam ate that the human race

fell into sinfell into sin
nn Adam, and not Eve, is seen as the federalAdam, and not Eve, is seen as the federal

head of the human race and responsible forhead of the human race and responsible for
the fall - Romans 5the fall - Romans 5
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The Results of the FallThe Results of the Fall

nn The serpent was condemned to a life onThe serpent was condemned to a life on
itit’’s belly - Genesis 3:14s belly - Genesis 3:14

nn Satan was told someday his head wouldSatan was told someday his head would
be crushed by the seed of the woman -be crushed by the seed of the woman -
Genesis 3:15Genesis 3:15

nn Adam and Eve would experienceAdam and Eve would experience
nn Shame - Genesis 3:7Shame - Genesis 3:7
nn Fear - Genesis 3:8-10Fear - Genesis 3:8-10
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The Results of the FallThe Results of the Fall
nn Discord in their relationships - Genesis 3:12-13Discord in their relationships - Genesis 3:12-13
nn Death - immediately spiritual and eventuallyDeath - immediately spiritual and eventually

physical - Genesis 3:5, Matthew 7:23,physical - Genesis 3:5, Matthew 7:23,
Revelation 21:9Revelation 21:9

nn Suffering, disease, and pain - Genesis 3:16Suffering, disease, and pain - Genesis 3:16
nn Weariness of labor - Genesis 3:17-19Weariness of labor - Genesis 3:17-19
nn Separation from God - Genesis 3:22-24Separation from God - Genesis 3:22-24
nn A cursed and fallen creation - Romans 8:18-22A cursed and fallen creation - Romans 8:18-22
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The Impact of the FallThe Impact of the Fall
nn The death of billions of humans since the time ofThe death of billions of humans since the time of

creationcreation
nn Billions of murdersBillions of murders
nn Disease, death, starvation throughout the agesDisease, death, starvation throughout the ages
nn Eternal death for billions of humansEternal death for billions of humans
nn Untold numbers of sinsUntold numbers of sins
nn The need to recreate the universe to purge theThe need to recreate the universe to purge the

stain of sinstain of sin
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Theories of the FallTheories of the Fall

nn LiberalLiberal
nn There was no fall - it is merely a legendThere was no fall - it is merely a legend

nn PelagianPelagian
nn AdamAdam’’s sin was a bad example - it does nots sin was a bad example - it does not

affect us todayaffect us today
nn This view denies Original sin and pollutionThis view denies Original sin and pollution
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Theories of the FallTheories of the Fall

nn ArminianArminian (semi- (semi-PelagianPelagian))
nn AdamAdam’’s sin weakened the human race but dids sin weakened the human race but did

not eliminate the ability to become or remainnot eliminate the ability to become or remain
sinlesssinless

nn Man retains a residual ability to make rightMan retains a residual ability to make right
moral choices specifically in salvationmoral choices specifically in salvation
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Theories of the FallTheories of the Fall

nn AugustinianAugustinian
nn Man is sinful from the moment of conception,Man is sinful from the moment of conception,

both in terms of a fallen human nature, and inboth in terms of a fallen human nature, and in
terms of an imputed guiltterms of an imputed guilt

nn Implies man is radically corrupt, and only theImplies man is radically corrupt, and only the
power of God can shatter the darkness andpower of God can shatter the darkness and
bring lightbring light

nn Implies man, in and of himself, cannot decideImplies man, in and of himself, cannot decide
for God or save himselffor God or save himself
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ManMan’’s Present Conditions Present Condition

nn Man is depraved - radically corruptMan is depraved - radically corrupt
nn Man is separated from God at birthMan is separated from God at birth
nn Man cannot understand spiritual truthMan cannot understand spiritual truth

apart from Godapart from God’’s help - Romans 3:10-18s help - Romans 3:10-18
nn Man cannot, and will not, seek God forMan cannot, and will not, seek God for

Who He is, but for what He givesWho He is, but for what He gives
nn ManMan’’s natural destiny is separation froms natural destiny is separation from

God in the Lake of FireGod in the Lake of Fire
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DepravityDepravity

nn NegativelyNegatively
nn Does not mean men are as depraved as theyDoes not mean men are as depraved as they

could be, but that depravity has affected allcould be, but that depravity has affected all
areas of their lifeareas of their life

nn Does not mean a sinner has no concept of GodDoes not mean a sinner has no concept of God
or of good and evilor of good and evil

nn Does not teach that man cannot do goodDoes not teach that man cannot do good
deeds, but that all motivations are selfish atdeeds, but that all motivations are selfish at
their coretheir core
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DepravityDepravity

nn PositivelyPositively
nn All men are capable of depraved deedsAll men are capable of depraved deeds
nn No sin is beyond the capability of any manNo sin is beyond the capability of any man
nn No man can please GodNo man can please God
nn No man can understand GodNo man can understand God
nn All men are lost and without hopeAll men are lost and without hope
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False Views of ManFalse Views of Man’’s Destinys Destiny

nn NirvanaNirvana
nn Absorption back into the Absorption back into the ““nothingnessnothingness”” of of

existenceexistence
nn Refutation: Matthew 17:3, 1 Corinthians 15Refutation: Matthew 17:3, 1 Corinthians 15

nn RestorationismRestorationism
nn Man will be given a second chance after deathMan will be given a second chance after death
nn Refuted by Hebrews 9:27, John 3:16-18Refuted by Hebrews 9:27, John 3:16-18
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False Views of ManFalse Views of Man’’s Destinys Destiny

nn MaterialismMaterialism
nn Man ceases to exist at the time of deathMan ceases to exist at the time of death
nn Refutation: 1 Corinthians 15Refutation: 1 Corinthians 15

nn AnnhilationismAnnhilationism
nn All ungodly cease to exist at death, perhapsAll ungodly cease to exist at death, perhaps

after suffering only a little whileafter suffering only a little while
nn Refutation: Revelation 14:9-11Refutation: Revelation 14:9-11
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False Views of ManFalse Views of Man’’s Destinys Destiny

nn Soul SleepSoul Sleep
nn After death, men After death, men ““sleepsleep”” until the time of until the time of

resurrection and final judgmentresurrection and final judgment
nn Refutation: Luke 19, Philippians 1:23-24Refutation: Luke 19, Philippians 1:23-24

nn PurgatoryPurgatory
nn Man is punished until he has paid for all hisMan is punished until he has paid for all his

individual sins, after which he can enter heavenindividual sins, after which he can enter heaven
nn Refutation: Hebrews 9:11-14, 24-28Refutation: Hebrews 9:11-14, 24-28
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False Views of ManFalse Views of Man’’s Destinys Destiny

nn LimboLimbo
nn A place for babies who die A place for babies who die unbaptizedunbaptized and and

hence who still have original sinhence who still have original sin
nn Refutation: Matthew 18:10Refutation: Matthew 18:10

nn ReincarnationReincarnation
nn Man is reborn into another lifeMan is reborn into another life
nn Refutation: Hebrews 9:27Refutation: Hebrews 9:27
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The BibleThe Bible’’s Positions Position

nn Two Eternal DestiniesTwo Eternal Destinies
nn Heaven for the redeemedHeaven for the redeemed
nn Lake of Fire for the UnredeemedLake of Fire for the Unredeemed

nn See the Presentation on Heaven and HellSee the Presentation on Heaven and Hell
for a complete treatment.for a complete treatment.
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EndEnd


